Incentivizing Contribution Through Blockchain
Technology
PROFESSIONAL TEMPLATE BUILDER

Our mission
Black Bear Finance is committed to
incentivizing global action towards
conservation. Every person can become
an influential participant in creating a
sustainable, regenerative earth.

Reward Users
Support Conservation
Go Global

Utilizing DeFi and Blockchain technology as a revolutionary approach to incentivize
contribution that generates financial yield for the users and conservation efforts alike.

Black Bear
Finance
Ecosystem
Our ecosystem will traverse across the world. The utility
token will allow users many benefits, such as staking, play-to-

earn gaming economy, yield farming, payments, visa card
Integration, merchandise, NFT marketplace, and more.

The token will be the foundation that offers benefits to the

members of the community and supports the entire
ecosystem. The development will focus on creating more
utility, awareness, and partnerships that create a real-world
impact.
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The emerging issues with conservation organizations and crypto charity.
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Our Solution
At Black Bear Finance, our team will build an easy-to-use platform that can incentivize users to
contribute directly and indirectly to a long-term sustainable effort towards conservation efforts.
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DeFi in the Wild Flywheel

Staking
Rewards
Platform
Black Bear Finance believes that financial sovereignty should be
accessible to all! Our staking rewards platform can be a
steppingstone for holders to increase their tokens through our
various yield pools. There will be different tiers set up for all types

of members.
A charity Treasury will be introduced to generate yield through our
staking platform. This will be used to sponsor specific
organizations that need long-term funding for their success.

Play to
Earn
Gaming
Economy
Black Bear Finance will be launching a play-toearn gaming application that can provide a
service that incentivizes users and funds our
conservation efforts. The tokenomics behind our
services allow us to grow, develop, and reward the
ecosystem. Traditional methods of donating to

conservation projects are outdated. We can
mobilize millions of users to indirectly contribute
to preserving and supporting wildlife ecosystems
worldwide.

Our Play to
Earn will be
built to last
Our play-to-earn will become a focal point within the
Black Bear Finance ecosystem. Our game will be able
to generate profit and sustain its rewards through our
treasury.

Black Bear Finance’s conceptualization of the Play-toEarn gaming model will create a system where players
can earn while enjoying the intriguing gameplay. As a
means of ensuring that people are absorbed in the
game, we will partner with some of the leaders in the

GameFi ecosystem.

Visa Debit
Card
Earn rewards and support conservation
while you spend.

Black Bear Finance will integrate a rewards Visa card. A
percentage on spending will go back to the holders while a
smaller percentage will be donated to conservation

efforts. By partnering with traditional payment structures
like VISA, we will also improve the utility of the Bear Token.
Regular crypto enthusiasts can seamlessly convert their
tokens to fiat currencies and purchase items both in brickand-mortar stores, as well as online shops. Like Bitcoin

ATM cards, people will be able to deposit and withdraw the
Bear Token with our customized Bear VISA debit cards.

Proof of
Adoption
NFT
Marketplace
We will integrate a NFT marketplace that supports

charities and organizations in new ways. The user
can trade and/or collect NFTs, the fees plus the
original cost will go directly to the organizations that
partner with our community. We can reach an
international

audience

through

decentralized

applications in which funding, trading, and donating
can be implemented. The NFT’s will also serve as
digital assets in our play-to-earn game.

The
BEAR
Token
The BEAR token is a rewards-based utility
token that powers the Black Bear Finance
ecosystem.

Token Name: Black Bear Finance
Ticker: BEAR
Total Supply: 10,000,000,000

Powered By: Polygon, Energyefficient POS System

Token Utility
Stake and lock tokens for higher
rewards.
Payments of - Play to Earn gaming
economy.
Participate in DeFi yield farming.
NFT marketplace payments, and
much more.
Purchase merchandise for a
discount.
Payment integrations with other
companies.

Token Allocation
Title here

Team/Lockup

15%

Ecosystem Rewards

10%

IDO

40%

Charity Treasury

5%

Ecosystem Reserve

20%

Gaming Development 10%

Title here

Team and Advisors
More members are coming on board

Cole Morrison

Roger Morrison

Ben Howells

Cole is the founder and CEO of Black Bear

Roger is the co-founder and COO. Roger

Ben is an advisor for Black Bear Finance

Finance. His background was in social

founded dTechs in 2006, which is a Smart

and has experience in marketing for

services until his passion for blockchain

Grid and efficiencies company that

several other companies. He is also

and fintech became the dominant focus.

operates globally. Prior to dTechs, he was

involved in the music industry and has a

Now he’s dedicated to using blockchain

an Organized Crime Sergeant with the

passion for crypto and blockchain

technology to support conservation.

Calgary Police Service.

technology.

Our Partners and Alliances
We will be announcing our amazing partners throughout 2022

Thank you
Black Bear Finance will be the vanguard in

hosting an international yield generating
platform that initiates wealth, rewards,
and awareness to wildlife preservation.

